
ORDER SHEET 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SINDH AT KARACHI 

SUIT NO.1178/2018 & CP NO.S-853/2019 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Date                      Order with signature of Judge 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SUIT NO.1178/2018 

1. For hearing of CMA No.17968/2021 
2.  For hearing of CMA No.12086/2018 

3.  For hearing of CMA No.12087/2018 
4.  For hearing of CMA No.6899/2019.  
 

CP NO.S-853/2019 
For direction. 
 

26.10.2021 
 

Moulvi Iqbal Haider advocate for plaintiff.  
Syed Qamar Abbas alongwith Mr. Shehzad advocates for defendant 
No.3.  

…………… 
 

O R D E R 
 

 Heard learned counsel for respective parties. Controversy 

between the parties is that plaintiff approached Cooperative Society 

by filing ABN No.93/2006 that was allowed, thereafter defendant 

No.3 challenged that order in appeal No.30/2007 wherein award 

passed was set aside by order dated 13.07.2009. Besides it has come 

on record that execution application No.9/2014 was preferred and by 

order dated 25.05.2017 learned judge observed that “Since the 

decreetal property was commercial plots No.1, 2 and 3 of sub sector B 

sector 37-A, scheme 33 Karachi, wherein the JD was residing which 

was demolished by the DH as per information by the JD, it seems that 

the fruit of execution application is received by the DH and there is 

nothing on record to keep execution pending, hence the execution 

application is disposed of as satisfied.”  Thereafter plaintiff filed CP 

No.S-2298/2014 that was decided by order dated 16.03.2016 (SBLR 

2016 Sindh 1555) while directly that petitioner is habitual to file 

unnecessary litigations, to cause harassment, with further direction 

to lodged FIR against petitioner (plaintiff). Counsel for plaintiff 
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contends that pursuant to that judgment present plaintiff was tried 

and honorably acquitted by the trial court. Thereafter plaintiff has 

filed plaint seeking declaration with regard to in question property. 

Learned counsel for respective parties are not in dispute with order 

passed in ABN will not in any manner preclude the plaintiff to file 

suit for declaration.  

2. In contra learned counsel for defendant contends that in 

question properties are open plots and only used for amenity purpose 

though same are commercial plots but they have not yet allotted the 

same.  

3. Under these circumstances, lis will be decided on merits 

after leading of evidence, contempt application and application under 

Order XXXIX rule 1 and 2 are disposed of with direction to the 

defendant No.3 to maintain status quo. They would be competent to 

utilize subject matter property/plot only for amenities and welfare of 

society.   

2. At this juncture learned counsel for plaintiff refers order 

dated 27.08.2021 passed in CP No.S-853/2019 which speaks that:  

grievance of the petitioner has been redressed as petitioner has 

approached the SHO concerned. SHO concerned present undertakes 

that he will not interfere with the civil dispute of parties. His 

attendance is dispensed with.  

   J U D G E  
IK 

 


